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Comprehensive Plan Public Forum Comments 

7 April 2009 

Meeting notepads 

The following comments were recorded by staff on four notepads during the 

meeting. Commenters and the audience were able to watch the scribing as it 

happened. 

ACP 

Took Question 12 most seriously and had the best response. 

Did not address multimodal need for transit/transportation. 

Declined to answer Question 10. 

Went over same territory that community went over in the past (Question 

16). 

Question 12: Who defines “appropriate”, when talking about how to 

incorporate neighborhood plans into the comprehensive plan? 

Emphasis on Envision Central Texas out of balance with the lack of emphasis 

on the neighborhood plans? 

Did not address the zoning capacity question. 

Not geared toward public involvement. 

Removal of regulatory barriers not good for affordable housing. 

Answer on health dealt only with the built environment. 

Sub-consultant has conflict of interest. 

 

HNTB 

Last response wasn’t really a response. 

Did not answer zoning capacity analysis question. 

May not be able to apply boilerplate plan for Austin. 

 



WRT 

Strong response on the question regarding the lack of income tax in Texas, 

especially on the role of education in economic development. 

Only team to address existing zoning capacity. 

Recognized the need to contrast population projections with the community’s 

desires for the future. 

Good handle on participation and community decision-making—“broad-based 

buy-in,” staff for “administrative support”, good response on developer buy-in. 

 

Other comments 

Re: Question 12: Want a consultant that will respect the neighborhood plans 

and the importance of neighborhood-based planning. 

One subconsultant was on all three teams, in different capacities. 

Re: Questions to Staff: staff response to the community advisory committee 

question was eloquent but a little unclear on the answer. 

UT has the time and interest in working on the plan. 

Goals: economic and sustainability – consultants must be on board with the 

city’s goals. 

Consultants must be adept in multimodal transportation analysis 

Agreement among teams on the need for zoning capacity analysis. 

No teams addressed water as a resource constraint. 

Hispanic Quality of Life meeting taking place right now 

Existing neighborhood plan: respect the hard work of those plans. 

Implementation of neighborhood plans through CIP process. 

Carefully consider following up the Comp Plan with implementation by 

updating the zoning code, etc. Choose a consultant with extensive experience 

in that area. 

Are the teams aware that the State demographer says that the majority of 

adults in Texas will not have a high school education by 2020 [scribe note: 

unclear on the year stated] 



Other comments (continued) 

Comprehensive Housing Market Study: 29,000 units short for families 

earning less than $20,000 per year. All teams seem unable to address this. 

Teams also seem unable to address healthcare. 

Need to carefully consider site synergy and connectivity—one big system that 

works together. Zoning of properties to relate to one another, not as isolated 

parcels. Look at getting rid of dedicated parking requirements. 

Planning Commission: considering a statement that it is the citizens who 

own the comprehensive plan. 

East Austin planning for years and years and year … then someone comes 

along and tears it down and gentrifies the neighborhood. Consultant 

processes produce paper and turmoil. Stop, look, and listen to the community. 

To whoever is chosen: Austin is special in its priorities: environment and 

culture over economics and transportation. 

Follow through on our vision. 

Rely on council and staff to absorb what is said tonight and choose. 

Look for the team that (1) shows the clearest respect and commitment to the 

neighborhood plans and process; (2) most innovative insight into taking 

advantage of downtown planning; (3) respect for Austin’s long-standing sense 

of place; (4) appreciate existing and long-term commitment to well-

distributed, usable, and accessible open spaces for all citizens. 

One of the reasons Austin is so great is the neighborhood associations—NE 

quadrant dinner the other night to recognize their effort—neighborhood 

associations are here to stay and are valuable to the city. 

None of the consultants had an answer to CM Cole’s question about the 

divide in Austin. 

Next bond election: implementing the Comp Plan. We have a problem with 

plan implementation. If it becomes real because people know it will result in 

something, then it becomes meaningful and draws people in. Need to 

overcome years of neglect. 

Increased income segregation; tremendous population growth. All parts of 

town need to be healthy. Large parts of the city could themselves be a small 

city. Need close neighborhood involvement. Some challenges are larger than a 

neighborhood—need integrated planning that includes the small scale. 



Other comments (continued) 

Need to plan for all kinds of housing in all parts of town—no concentrations 

of poverty. Consultant needs expertise in housing. 

Continued divide in Austin—unwanted projects, often initiated by the City, 

put on the east side because that it is the path of least resistance. 

Reject the teams: we have a budget crunch. 

NE Austin – need better roads – see city crews working on the other side of I-

35. 

Consider the potential for a bond election and code changes – high priority in 

developing the scope of work. Plan can’t sit on the shelf. 

Lots of talk of “implementation,” but need to figure out “what” we’re 

implementing. 

Bias in land use planning – product is beautiful maps and perspective 

sketches, but the process sees people as ants that can be moved around. 

Concentrations of unwanted uses in parts of town, based on zoning decisions, 

etc. 

Interdisciplinary planning is needed—departments have to work together. 

Need to look at how the whole system is structured. Larger than what a 

consultant can do. 

Experience with East Cesar Chavez plan. Skeptical of doing a Comp Plan 

based on that experience. Not being addressed: crime and drug. East 

Austinites being pushed out. 

Benefits of nearby businesses—walkable, allows multimodal transportation. 

Challenge to work with neighborhood plans, but also look at what is good for 

the City as a whole. 

Cost: downtown plan budget ($1.4 million) vs. budget for the Comp Plan ($1.3 

million). Can Austin’s issues be covered with this budget? Down the line: 

don’t shortchange the process. Fund it to make it comprehensive. 

Economic consultants: no experience building an economic model that 

incorporates all of our concerns. Need a model that builds a better future and 

doesn’t just draw people in who make it worse. 

Where are the other Council members? 



Other comments (continued) 

Divide in Austin goes back years—want something done. Who established the 

criteria for the consultants? 

Why not bring UT in? 

Consultants don’t know this community. 

Q: models in the US for the Comp Plan in Austin? 

Citizen-training on planning? 

Geographic boundaries in other cities create different land use dynamics. 

 

Comment cards 

The following comments were handed to staff on comment cards provided at 

the meeting. Speakers were asked to give their comments to staff on paper 

after speaking, so several comments reiterate points captured on the 

notepads (above). One commenter brought a printed copy; it is attached. 

 

NUNA wants a consultant that will respect the Central Austin Combined 

Neighborhood Plan enacted as an amendment to the Comprehensive Plan in 

August 2004, and recognize the importance of neighborhood-based planning 

in considering further changes to the Comprehensive Plan. Based on the 

responses to Question 12, ACP appears to have taken the issue most 

seriously, but we would like the council to exercise its best judgment taking 

into account all that is known about the three candidate firms. 

While we were told at this meeting that there is no preconceived comp plan 

for the city—that this is to be a citizens plan—this is not how it came across 

from the beginning—it came across as elitist—without involvement by the 

ordinary citizens and little if any acknowledgement that the neighborhood 

associations are just as vital to Austin’s future as the business community. 



Comment cards (continued) 

1. City has a responsibility to decide on all procurement rules before 
issuing the RFP. Changing the rules at the end of the process is 

problematic. Austin is risking getting a bad reputation. 

2. Council is turning to citizens to choose the consultant? 

3. People seem to think that a comp plan should solve all problems—
education, healthcare, affordable housing, poverty, etc. Without 

realistic expectations, and understanding what the Planning 

Commission’s role is, nobody can get a Comp Plan done. 

* GOOD LUCK * ! 

1. Our part of Comprehensive Plan was adopted in 2003. We have a 
Review committee that monitors the implementation of that plan. We 

want that plan to stay intact and be integrated into whatever overall 

City plan is created. Any new “teams” must include our Review Comm. 

2. Implementation-C.I.P. is vehicle for implementation. Will plan use CIP 
to implement? 

I would like to stress that no matter who we choose for our potential 

consultants, we must follow up on the final plan with a real and timely effort 

to change ALL our city codes. We have some of the most complex and 

confusing code of any large city in the US and we will find ourselves here 

again if we don’t fix our code in conjunction with our planning. 

Priorities – environment, culture, economy, transportation 

With the City having budget problems 

Why? 

The plan needs changes 
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